the wages of sin sex and disease past and present - the wages of sin sex and disease past and present peter lewis allen on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers near the end of the century a new and terrifying disease arrives suddenly from a distant continent infecting people through sex, the wages of sin sex and disease past and present allen - the book the wages of sin sex and disease past and present peter lewis allen is published by university of chicago press the wages of sin sex and disease past and present allen about, the wages of sin sex and disease past and present - the wages of sin sex and disease past and present user review not available book verdict ever since adam and eve were cast out of the garden of eden western religious traditions have linked sex to suffering, the wages of sin sex and disease past and present - the wages of sin sex and disease past and present peter l allen discusses diseases and ailments that have been connected to sex throughout history and the reactions to them that have been shaped by religion or morality, the wages of sin sex and disease past and present nejm - shortly after his partner of five years was infected with the human immunodeficiency virus hiv in 1982 the author found himself besieged and bewildered by public attitudes toward persons with, the wages of sin sex and disease past and present - the chapters containing information on the church s attitude to sexual morality on leprosy the early history of syphilis bubonic plague and masturbation illustrate the age old story of reactionary view against progress it is difficult to judge the mores of the past through the views of the present, project muse the wages of sin sex and disease past and - the wages of sin sex and disease past and present chicago university of chicago press 2000 xxiii 202 pp illus 25 in his introductory remarks peter lewis allen makes clear how intensely personal a project it was to write this book, amazon com customer reviews the wages of sin sex and - find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for the wages of sin sex and disease past and present at amazon com read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users
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